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Let A be a torsion-free group. A mixed group G is said to be an almost dense
 .  .extension group ADE group of A if A is almost dense in G and T G -high of G.
In the case that A is of rank 1 and G is cyclic for every prime p, we establish thep
structure theorem, the representation theorem, the realization theorem, and the
classification theorem. Moreover, for such an ADE group G, we give a necessary
and sufficient condition that G is splitting and establish a characterization that all
 .T G -high subgroups of G are isomorphic. Q 1998 Academic Press
w xOkuyama 2 has extended the concept of almost-dense subgroups of
p-groups to arbitrary abelian groups. A subgroup A of an arbitrary abelian
group G is said to be almost-dense in G if, for every pure subgroup K of
 . w xG containing A, T GrK is divisible. By 2, Proposition 1.4 , its characteri-
zation is that A is almost-dense in G if and only if, for every prime p and
nq1 n w xevery nonnegative integer n, A q p G = p G p .
w xFuchs has given an interesting example 1, Vol. 2, Example 2, p. 186 .
This group has almost-dense subgroups to be T-high, where T is the
torsion part of this group. Now this example causes us to define almost-
dense extension groups of torsion-free groups as follows:
DEFINITION. Let A be a torsion-free group. A mixed group G is said to
 .be an almost dense extension group ADE group of A if A is almost-dense
 .and T G -high of G. Such a subgroup A is called a moho subgroup of G.
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In Section 1, we recall this example and study it in detail. Let G be an
 .ADE group with a moho subgroup A. Then we show that not all T G -high
subgroups are moho and that not all almost-dense subgroups of G are
moho. Moreover, we can choose another moho subgroup B such that GrB
is not isomorphic to GrA.
 .In general, it is immediate that T G / 0 unless G s A. Since G has
 .three important constituents, namely, A, T G , and GrA, it would be
difficult to study. However, its consideration could play an important role
in the study of mixed groups.
In this note, we consider an ADE group G of which the moho subgroup
is of rank 1 and of which the p-part, denoted by G , is cyclic for everyp
prime p. To be convenient, we call this group G a p-cyclic ADE group of
rank 1.
In Section 2, we establish the structure theorem for such an ADE group
G. Moreover, a moho subgroup A of G is described in terms of a
sequence of nonnegative integers and `. It is said to be a type of A; we
call it the moho system of G. However, since not all moho subgroups are
isomorphic, the moho system of G depends on the choice of a moho
A .subgroup of G. We denote the moho system of G under A as M G .
Since a divisible subgroup is an absolute direct summand, we may
 .assume that T G is reduced. By defining the coordinate for a prime p as
 .the exponent of the order G , we can express T G by the sequence of anyp
 .nonnegative integers. We call it the torsion system of G, denoted by T G .
 .Since GrA is cyclic or co-cyclic for every prime p, we can expressp
GrA by a similar sequence, namely, the coordinate for a prime p is
 .defined by the exponent of the order of GrA . It is called the cyclicp
system. However, it depends on the choice of a moho subgroup of G.
A .Hence we denote it by C G .
Furthermore, the general term for these three systems is said to be the
A .CTM system of G under a moho subgroup A, denoted by CTM G . For
A .  . A .every prime p, let C G , T G , and M G be the p-coordinates ofp p p
A .  . A .C G , T G , and M G , respectively. Then the representation theorem
describes G as follows:
. . . , C A G , . . . .p
A . . . , T G , . . . .CTM G s , . p
A 0. . . , M G , . . . .p
A .  . A .where M G is finite, T G - C G for a prime p with G / 0, andp p p p
 . A .T G s C G s 0 for a prime p with G s 0. Conversely, there existsp p p
an ADE group that has a CTM system satisfying the foregoing conditions.
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In Section 3, we consider a special p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 with
a moho subgroup A. Let
< AP G s p: prime T G ) M G .  .  . 4A p p
and
A < AP G s p: prime 0 / T G O M G . .  .  . 4p p
 . A .P G is said to be a lower prime set of G under A and P G is said toA
be an upper prime set of G under A.
Both an upper prime set and a lower prime set of G under A depend on
the choice of a generator of A. However, the differences of primes are
finite. Let A s Ra, where p are all primes and R is a subgroup of Qn
yl n  .  .generated by all p such that l O m and x a s m , m , . . . . Letn n n 1 2
A .  .M G s x a . If we describe a generator a of A precisely, then we
 . a .denote P G and P G . Moreover, for a subgroup K of G, leta
<P K s p: prime K / 0 . .  4p
A .G is said to be basic if P G is finite for some moho subgroup A of
A .G. Proposition 3.4 says that if P G is finite for some moho subgroup A
of G, then all moho subgroups of G are isomorphic. It also guarantees
that the definition is well defined. Introducing the same concept of
equivalence as in torsion-free groups of rank 1 into the cyclic system of G,
we can obtain the classification theorem of basic p-cyclic ADE groups of
rank 1, which says that the two basic p-cyclic ADE groups G, H of rank 1
with moho subgroups A, B, respectively, are isomorphic if and only if
 .  . A .  . B .  .T G ( T H and C G , M G , are equivalent to C H , M H , respec-
tively.
Moreover, we show that if G is basic and if G s H [ K for some
subgroups H, K of G, then either H or K is finite.
In Section 4, we consider a general p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1
A .with a moho subgroup A. We may assume that P G is infinite. Then we
have the basic decomposition
G s H [ T X ,
where H is a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup B
and T X is a subgroup of T such that
 . A .  X.  .  .1 P G s P T and P G s P H ,A
 . B . A . B . A .  .2 M H s M G and C H s C G for every p g P G ,p p p p A
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and
 . B . A .  . A .  .3 M H s C G y T G q M G for every p f P G .p p p p A
Fuchs has given the group mentioned in Section 1 as one example of
 .nonsplitting mixed groups. It is well know that if T G is bounded, then G
is splitting. Then we can pose the problem: which ADE group is splitting?
We use the preceding property to show that G is splitting if and only if
there exists a sequence M in the type of a moho subgroup of G such that
 .M P T G . Moreover, we use the classification theorem of basic p-cyclic
ADE groups of rank 1 to establish the theorem of general p-cyclic ADE
groups of rank 1. The classification theorem says: For i s 1, 2, let G be ai
p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup A . Then G ( G ifi 1 2
and only if there exists a generator a of A for i s 1, 2 such thati i
 .  .  .1 T G ( T G ,1 2
 . a1 . a2 .2 P G s P G ,1 2
 . < A1 .. A2 . < < A1 .a a3  C G y C G - ` and  M G1 1pf P G . p 1 p 2 pf P G . p 11 1A2 . <  .y M G - ` if we set ` y ` s 0 , andp 2
 . < A1 . A1 ..  A2 . A2 .. <a4  C G q M G y C G q M G - `1pg P G . p 1 p 1 p 2 p 21
 .if we set ` y ` s 0 .
Furthermore, use of this theorem enables us to give an example that not
 .all moho subgroups are isomorphic see Example 4.4 and to obtain a
necessary and sufficient condition that all T-high subgroups of G are
A .isomorphic. It is that G is basic and C B - ` for every prime p.p
All groups considered here are arbitrary abelian groups. The terminolo-
w xgies and notations not expressly introduced here follow the usage of 1 .
Throughout this note, let G be an ADE group and let A be one of the
moho subgroups of G if we do not give special references. Moreover, the
torsion part of G is denoted by T and the p-part of T is denoted by G .p
Assume that T is reduced. The p-coordinate of some characteristic con-
 . .tained in type A is denoted by tpA p .
1. EXAMPLES
w xBefore examining the example 1, Vol. 2, Example 2, p. 186 , we recall a
definition of almost-dense subgroups and give its characterization.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be a subgroup of an arbitrary abelian group G
and let p be a prime. A is said to be p-almost-dense in G if, for every
 .p-pure subgroup K of G containing A, T GrK is p-divisible.
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w xFrom 2, Proposition 1.3 , we established a characterization of p-
almost-dense subgroups as follows:
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let p be a prime. A subgroup A of an arbitrary abelian
group G is p-almost-dense in G if and only if , for e¨ery integer n P 0,
n w x nq1p G p : A q p G.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let A be a subgroup of an arbitrary abelian group G.
A is said to be almost-dense in G if A is p-almost-dense in G for every
prime p.
w xFrom 2, Proposition 1.4 , we have the following equivalent properties.
PROPOSITION 1.4. For a subgroup of A of an arbitrary abelian group G,
the following properties are equi¨ alent.
 .1 A is almost-dense in G.
 .  .2 E¨ery pure subgroup K of G containing A, T GrK is di¨ isible.
 .3 For e¨ery prime p and e¨ery nonnegati¨ e integer n,
n w x nq1p G p : A q p G.
w xNow we recall 1, Vol. 2, Example 2, p. 186 . This group is one of the
examples of ADE groups. We also recall the properties that we considered
w xin 2 .
 .EXAMPLE. Let p n P 1 be a listing of all primes in increasing ordern
and define
`
 :T s b with o b s p . .[ i i i
is1
Then T is the torsion part of
`
 :b . i
is1
Consider
`
 :a s b , . . . , b , . . . g b . . 0 1 i i
is1
 : `  :For j / i, the equation p x s b is uniquely solvable in b ; thus  bj i i is1 i
 .contains unique elements a i s 1, 2, . . . such that a has 0 for its ithi i
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coordinate and satisfies
p a s b , . . . , b , 0, b , . . . s a y b . .i i 1 iy1 iq1 0 i
 < :Then T is the torsion part of G s T , a i P 1 .i
As for this group G, we have the following properties. First of all, from
w x1, Vol. 2, Example 2, p. 186 , we have:
PROPERTY 1. G is not splitting.
 :PROPERTY 2. Let A s a . Then A is a moho subgroup of G.0
Proof. Since b s a y p a for i s 1, 2, . . . , A is almost-dense in G. Iti 0 i i
is immediate that GrA is torsion and T l A s 0. Let x g G with p x g Ai
 .  .R p A. Then p x s a a s a b q p a for some integer a with a , p si i 0 i i i i
 .1. Since a b s p x y p a g p G, this is a contradiction. Hence A isi i i i i
T-high in G and so A is moho in G.
 : `PROPERTY 3. Let G s a , a . Then GrA s [ G rA (i 0 i iis1
`  2 .[ Z p .iis1
` < :Proof. We can write G s a i s 0, 1, . . . and GrA s [ G rA.i iis1
 :PROPERTY 4. Let A s a . Then A is p -almost-dense in G for e¨eryi i i j
j / i, but A is not p -almost-dense in G. Moreo¨er, A is T-high in G. Hencei i i
A is not moho in G.i
Proof. For j / i, we have p b s p2a y p p a g A q p G. Hence Ai j i i i j j i j i
is p -almost-dense in G. If A is p -almost-dense in G, then so is A in Gj i i i i
w  .xby 2, Example 6.3 2 . Then we have b s a a q p x for some integer ai i i
 :  :and some x g G s a [ b . Since p x g A , we have b g A . This isi i i i i i i
a contradiction. Hence A is not p -almost-dense in G. Moreover, it isi i
 .immediate that T l A s 0, GrA is torsion, and h a s 0. Hence A isi i p i ii
T-high in G.
From Property 4, not all T-high subgroups of G are moho.
 :PROPERTY 5. For e¨ery i P 1, G s H [ b , where A is moho in H .i i i i
w xProof. By Property 4 and 2, Lemma 1.2 , there exists a proper direct
 :summand H of G containing A such that G s H [ b . We need toi i i i
prove that A is almost-dense in H . If a g H , then b s a y p a g H .i i 0 i i 0 i i i
Hence a f H . If p a g H for j / i, then a s p a q b g H . Hence0 i j j i 0 j j j i
p a f H . For j / i, let a s h q a b , where a is an integer andj j i j i j i j i i j
 .h g H , and let h s a . Then a , p s 1 andi j i i i i i j i
 < :  < :  :G s h q a b , h i / j s h j s 1, 2, . . . [ b .i j i j i i i i j i
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 < :  .Hence H s h j s 1, 2, . . . . Since p a s p h q a p b s p a y bi i j j j j i j i j j i i i j
 :qb g H [ b , we have b s p a y p h g p A q p H . Hence A isi i i j i i j i j i i j i i
 .almost-dense in H . By Property 4, A is T H -high in H . Hence A isi i i i i
moho in H .i
 2 .PROPERTY 6. H rA ( [ Z p .i i jj/ i
Proof. Since a s p a q b s h q a b , we have h s p a g A . If0 i i i i0 i0 i i0 i i i
p h g A , then p a y p h s b g A l T s 0. This is a contradiction.j i j i i i j i j j i
2  < :Hence p h f A . Since p h g A and H s h j s 1, 2, . . . , we havej i j i j i j i i i j
2 .H rA , [ Z p .i i jj/ i
 <  .. 4PROPERTY 7. Let P s p: prime T H s 0 . Then pA is almost-densei p i
in H for e¨ery p g P.i
Proof. By the proof of Property 5, we have b g A q p H . For everyj i j i
p g P, we have pb s pA q pp H . Hence pA is almost-dense in H .j i j i i i
From Property 7, not all almost-dense subgroups are moho.
k  k :  . kPROPERTY 8. Let A s p a q b k P 1 . Then A is moho in G.i i 0 i i
k  k .Proof. Let p x g A with x g G. Then p x s a p a q b for somej i j i 0 i
 .  .integer a . If j s i and a , p s 1, then h b P 1 and this is a contradic-i p ii
 .  .tion. If j / i and a , p s 1, then h a P 1. This is a contradiction.j p 0j
Hence Ak is neat in G. It is immediate that Ak l T s 0 and GrAk isi i i
torsion. Hence Ak is T-high in G.i
 k . k kNote that b s p a q b y p a g A q p G. Since b s a y p a ,i i 0 i i 0 i i j 0 j j
k  k .  k .  :we have p b s p a q b y p p a q b , where b g b such thati j i 0 i j i j i j i j i
k kb s p b . Hence A is almost-dense in G and so A is moho in G.i j i j i i
 k . . kq2  k . . 2PROPERTY 9. o GrA s p and o GrA s p for n / i.i p i i p ji j
X  k k < :Proof. Let G s p a q b , a , p a q b j / i, p b s b . We showi i 0 i i i j i j j i j i
that G s GX. It is easy that GX : G. By the proof of Property 8, we havei i
b g GX for j / i. Since pka s pkq1a , we have b g GX and pka g GX.j i i 0 i i i i i j i
Since a s p a q b g GX, we have p a s a y b g GX. Then there exist0 i i i i j j 0 j i
integers u and ¨ such that up q ¨pk s 1 and a s up a q ¨pka g GX.j i j j j i j i
Hence G s GX andi
k  k:  k k:GrA s a q A [ [ p a q b q A .i i i i j j i /j/ i
kq2 k 2 k . kIt is immediate that p a g A and p p a q b g A . We need toi i i j i j i j i
r k t k . kprove that p a g A implies r P k q 2 and p p a q b g A impliesi i i j i j i j i
t P 2.
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r k r  k .If p a g A , then p a s a p a q b for some integer a and a b si i i i i i 0 i i i i
r k  :  : rp a y a p a g a l b s 0. Hence p divides a . Since p a si i i 0 i i i i i i
a pka s a pkq1a , we have pr s a pkq1. Hence r P k q 2.i i 0 i i i i i i
t k . k t k .  k .If p p a q b g A , then p p a q b s a p a q b for somej i j i j i j i j i j j i 0 i
t k .  k k . tinteger a . Since p p a q b s a p p a q p b q b , we have p b yj j i j i j j j i j i j i j i j
k t k  :  :a p b y a b g A l T s 0 and p b y a b s a p b g b l b sj i j j i j j i j j i j i j i j
0. Hence p divides a . Since pt pka s a p pka , we have pt s a p .j j j i j j j i j j j j
Hence t P 2.
From Properties 2 and 8, A and Ak are both moho subgroups of G, buti
GrA is not isomorphic to GrAk by Properties 3 and 9.i
2. THE STRUCTURE OF p-CYCLIC ADE GROUPS
OF RANK 1
 .  .First of all, we consider the relationship between r G , r A , andp
 .r GrA in ADE groups. For a fixed prime p and all integers n P 0, let the
 .nth Ulm]Kaplansky invariant of G be denoted by f G .p p, n
PROPOSITION 2.1. If A is of rank k, then, for e¨ery prime p and all
integers n P 0,
f G O k . .p , n
n w x  kq1 :. nq1 w x  .Proof. Suppose that p G p s [ x [ p G p , where h xi p iis1
s n. Since A is almost-dense in G, we have x s a q pnq1g , wherei i i
 .  < 4a g A and g g G. Since r A s k, a i s 1, 2, . . . , k q 1 is linear de-i i i
pendent. Hence we have kq1a a s 0 with a g Z. If p divides a foris1 i i i i
 kq1 . kq1every 1 O i O k q 1, then p  b a s 0 with b g Z and  b a s 0.is1 i i i is1 i i
Hence we may assume that p does not divide a for some 1 O m O k q 1.m
It follows that
kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
nq1 nq1a x s a a q a p g s 0 q a p g .   i i i i i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .This is a contradiction. Hence f G O k.p, n
 . w x  .w xPROPOSITION 2.2. 1 For e¨ery prime p, G p ( GrA p .
 .  . .2 For e¨ery prime p with G / 0, tpA p is finite.p
 .  .w x  w x .Proof. 1 Since A is neat in G, we have GrA p s G p q A rA
w x  w x. w x( G p r A l G p s G p .
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 .  . . w x  .2 Suppose that tpA p s `. Let x g G p with h x s k - `.p
Then we can write x s a q pkq1g for some a g A and some g g G. By
 . kq1 w xhypothesis, h a s ` and x g p G p . This is a contradiction. Hencep
 . .G is divisible and so G s 0. Therefore tpA p is finite.p p
 .As for an ADE group satisfying GrA is cyclic, we have:p
 :  . tLEMMA 2.3. For a prime p with G / 0, let G s y with o y s pp p
 .  :  . cand GrA s h q A , where h g G and o h q A s p . Then we ha¨ep
the following properties:
 .1 c ) 1;
 . ty1  .2 Let x s p y. Then h x s t y 1 - c y 1, i.e., t - c;p
 . cy t  .3 There exist a g A and g g G such that y s a q p g and GrA p
 :s g q A .
 .Proof. 1 If c s 1, then ph s pa for some a g A, because A is neat1 1
w xin G. Since h y a g G p , we have h y a s a q ph for some a g A1 1 2 1 2
and some h g G. Then h q A s ph q A. This is a contradiction. Hence2 1
c ) 1.
 .  .  .2 It is immediate that h x s t y 1. If t P c, then h x P c y 1.p p
cy1 w x c c .Since x g p G p : A q p G, we have x q A g p GrA . This is a
contradiction. Hence t - c.
 . c cy13 Since p h g A l pG s pA, we have a x s b y p h for some
 .b g A and some integer a with a , p s 1. Then without loss of general-
X cyt X  :ity, we may assume that a s 1. Let b s y q p h. Then b g A, h and
we can write bX s b h q a for some a g A and some integer b. Since
ty1 X ty1 . ty1 cytq1b s p b s p b h q a g A, we have b p h g A. Hence p di-
cy tq1 X ty1 ty1 cy1 X .vides b. Let b s p b . Then p y s p a q p b p y 1 h. Let
 X . cy t  : cy tg s b p y 1 h. Since yy q a q p g g y , we have g y s a q p g
 .for some integer g . Since g , p s 1, we may assume that g s 1. Hence
cy t  .  :y s a q p g and GrA s g q A .p
DEFINITION 2.4. An ADE group G is said to be a p-cyclic if G is cyclicp
 .for every prime p. Moreover if r A s k - `, then G is called a p-cyclic
ADE group of rank k.
From now on, we consider only p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1.
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho
 :  . tsubgroup A. For a prime p with G / 0, let G s y with o y s p andp p
 .GrA s DrA be di¨ isible. Then we ha¨ep
 < :D s A , g i s 0, 1, . . . ,i
where pg s g for i s 0, 1, . . . and y s a q pg for some a g A.iq1 i t
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Proof. By divisibility of DrA, we can write y s a q pd for some a g A
and some d g D. Since, for every i P 1, pty1 y s pty1a q ptd s a q ptq idi i
for some a g A and some d g D, there exist integers a and b such thati i i i
ty1  .a p a q b a s 0 and a , b s 1. Then we havei i i i i
a q b pty1 y s pt a d q b pid s 0. .  .i i i i i
If p divides either a or b , then this is a contradiction. Hence both of ai i i
and b are not divided by p. Then we can write ptd s ptq ih for somei i
h g D.i
Let g s pth for all i P 0. Note that ptd s p2 tqih s ptq ig fortq i tqi tqi tqi
 : tall i P 0. Since pg y g g y l p G s 0, we have pg s gtq iq1 tqi tqiq1 tqi
for all i P 0. Since pty1 y s pty1a q ptg , we can writet
g y s a q pg s g a q pd .t
 .  .for some integer g . Since 1 y g a g pG, g , p s 1. Hence without loss
of generality, we may assume that g s 1. Let g s p jg for j s 1, 2, . . . , t.ty j t
G r A ty1 .Since h p y q A s ` and DrA is divisible, we can writep
 < :D s A , g i s 0, 1, . . . .i
From Proposition 2.2 and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, we can determine the
structure of a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1.
STRUCTURE THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with
 . .a moho subgroup A and let tpA p s m for e¨ery prime p. Then thep
following properties hold.
 .  :  . tp1 T s [ y , where o y s p .p pp
 .  . p  . .2 Let GrA s G rA for e¨ery prime p and let o GrA s c .p p p
 .a If 0 / c - `, thenp
p  :G s A , g ,p
 . cpwhere o g q A s p with c ) t , and there exists an element a g A suchp p p p
cpyt p  .  .that y s a q p g , h a s h g s 0, and for e¨ery prime q / p,p p p p p p p
A .  .  .  .h a s m , h a s h g s c y t q m if m P t , and h a sq p q q p q p q q q q q q p
 .h g s m if m - t .q p q q q
 .b If c s `, thenp
p  < :G s A , g i s 0, 1, . . . ,pi
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where pg s g for i s 0, 1, . . . , and there exists an element a g A suchpiq1 pi p
 .  .that y s a q pg , h a s 0, h g s `, and for e¨ery prime q / p,p p pt p p p ptp p
A .  .  .  .h a s m , h a s h g s c y t q m if m P t , and h a sq p q q p q pt q q q q q q pp
 .h g s m if m - t .q pt q q qp
 .Proof. 1 It is immediate from Proposition 2.2
 .2 By lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, if 0 / c - `, thenp
p  :G s A , g ,p
 . cp cpyt pwhere o g q A s p with c ) t and y s a q p g for somep p p p p p
 .a g A with h a s 0, and if c s `, thenp p p p
p  < :G s A , g pg s g , i s 0, 1, . . . ,pi p iq1 pi
 .where y s a q pg for some a g A with h a s 0. To be conve-p p pt p p pp
nient, let g s g . Then we can writep ptp
y s a q psp g ,p p p
where s is an integer such that s s c y t if 0 / c - ` and s s 1 ifp p p p p p
c s `.p
 .  .Let a g A with x a s tpA. By r A s 1, there exists an element
m p A .b g A such that a s p b with h b s 0. For every prime q / p, wep p p p
A . A .have h a s h b s m . Moreover, there exist integers a and b suchq q p q
 .  .  .that a a s b b with a , b s a , p s b , p s 1. Then there exists anp p
X X  X:  X .element y g G such that b y s a y and G s y . Since h y y b sp p p p p
 .h y y a , without loss of generality, we may assume that b s a , i.e.,p p p p p
A . A .  .h a s h a for every prime q / p. It is immediate that h a s 0,q q p p p
 .  .h g s 0 if 0 / c - `, and h g s ` if c s `.p p p p p p
On the other hand, we also have
a a s b a ,q p q q
 .  .  .  .where t / 0 and p, q s a , b s a , q s b , p s 1. For everyq q q q q
prime q / p, we have
h g s h ypspqt p g s h ptp a s h a . .  . .  .q p q p q p q p
m q X X  X .Note that b s q b for some integer b with b , q s 1. If m - t ,q q q q q q
then we have
h g s h a s h a a s h b a .  .  .  .q p q p q q p q q q
s h q m q a s h q m q y s m . .  .q q q q q
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If m P t / 0, then we haveq q
h g s h a s h q m q a s h q sqqm q g . .  .  .  .q p q p q q q q
 .If c s `, then it is immediate that h g s `. Suppose that 0 / c - `.q q p q
 sqqm q . sqqm q u q XLet u s h q g . If u ) s q m , we have q g s q g forq q q q q q q q
some gX g G. Since yq m q a s q sqqm q g s qu q g
X
q, we have g y s a qq q q q q
sqq1 X  .  .  .q g with g , q s 1. This is a contradiction. Hence h g s h a sq q p q p
s q m s c y t q m .q q q q q
Suppose that t s 0. Then c s 0 and m P t . Hence we haveq q q q
h g s h a s m s c y t q m . .  .q p q p q q q q
A moho subgroup A of a p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 is torsion-free
of rank 1. Hence A has a type. We define the moho system of G as a type
A .of A. It is denoted by M G . The moho system of G depends on the
choice of a moho subgroup of G. We show an example in which an ADE
group has nonisomorphic moho subgroups in the last part of this note. It is
described by a sequence of nonnegative integers and `.
Since G is a cyclic group, we can define the torsion system as ap
sequence of nonnegative integers of which the p-coordinate is the expo-
 .nent of the order of G . It is denoted by T G .p
 .By Proposition 2.2, GrA is cyclic or cocyclic. Then we can define thep
cyclic system of G as a sequence of nonnegative integers and ` of which
 .the p-coordinate is the exponent of the order of GrA . However, thep
cyclic system depends on the choice of a moho subgroup of G. Thus it is
A .denoted by C G .
The general term for these three systems of G is the CTM system of G
A .under a moho subgroup A. It is denoted by CTM G . Furthermore,
A .  . A . A .  .C G , T G , and M G mean the p-coordinates in C G , T G , andp p p
A .M G , respectively. We represent the CTM system of G under a moho
subgroup A as follows:
. . . , C A G , . . . .p
A . . . , T G , . . . .CTM G s . . p 0. . . , M G , . . . .p
As an example, we show the CTM system of a p-cyclic ADE group G of
rank 1 mentioned in the example in Section 1.
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The CTM system of G under A is represented by
2, 2, . . . , 2, . . .
ACTM G s . . 1, 1, . . . , 1, . . . /0, 0, . . . , 0, . . .
On the other hand, the CTM system of G under Ak is represented byi
2, 2, . . . , 1, k q 2, 2, . . .
kA iCTM G s . . 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1, 1, . . . /0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0, . . .
 .From the structure theorem Theorem 2.6 , we establish the representa-
tion theorem of a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 as follows:
REPRESENTATION THEOREM 2.7. A p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 with
a moho subgroup A is described as follows:
. . . , C A G , . . . .p
A . . . , T G , . . . .CTM G s , . p 0. . . , M G , . . . .p
 . A .  .  .where T G - C G , M G - ` if p is a prime with G / 0 and T Gp p p p p
A .s C G s 0 if p is a prime with G s 0.p p
 .REALIZATION THEOREM 2.8. Let p n P 1 be a listing of all the primesn
 . in increasing order. Let C s c , c , . . . , c , . . . and M s m , m , . . . ,1 2 n 1 2
.m , . . . , where c and m are either nonnegati¨ e integers or ` for n P 1. Letn n n
 .T s t , t , . . . , t , . . . , where t is a nonnegati¨ e integer for n P 1. If these1 2 n n
three sequences satisfy the conditions mentioned in Theorem 2.7, then there
exists a p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1, where a moho subgroup A of G has
A .  .M as a type of A, C G s C, and T G s T.
Proof. We can choose a torsion-free group A of rank 1 with M as a
 . .type of A, where tpA p s m , and choose a torsion group T , wheren n
 : tnt s y is cyclic of order p . Let Q and D be divisible hulls of A andp n nn
T , respectively. Then A [ T is a subgroup of Q [ D.
Suppose that c is finite. There exist g g Q [ D and a g A such thatn n n
cnyt n A . n  :p g s y y a and h a s 0. Define G s g , A . Suppose thatn n n n p n nn
c is infinite. There exist g g Q [ D and a g A such that p g s gn ni n n niq1 ni
A . jfor i P t , y s a q pg , and h a s 0. Let g s p g for 0 O jn n n nt p n nt yj ntn n n n
n  < :O t . Define G s g , A i P 0 .k ni
Let G s ` Gi. It is immediate that A is almost-dense in G. Ifis1
p g g A with g g G, then g g G j. If c is finite, then g s a g q aX forj j j
some integer a and some aX g A. Since a p g g A, pcjy1 divides a .j j j
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Hence p g g p A. If c is infinite, then g s b g q aY for some integerj j j jm
m P 0 and some aY g A. Since b p g g A, pm divides b. Hence p g gj jm j j
p A. Hence A is neat in G. By the structure theorem, G is a p-cyclic ADEj
group of rank 1 satisfying the above-mentioned conditions.
3. BASIC p-CYCLIC ADE GROUPS OF RANK 1
Our major goal is to classify p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1 up to
isomorphism. To do this, in this section, we consider p-cyclic ADE groups
of rank 1 that have some condition.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G, H be p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1 with moho
subgroups A, B, respecti¨ ely. If G, H ha¨e the same CTM system under A, B,
A . B .  .  . A .respecti¨ ely, namely, C G s C G , T G s T H , and M G s
B .M H , then G ( H.
 :  : A . B .Proof. For every prime p, let G s x , H s y , C G s C Hp p p p p p
 .  .  . p  . ps c , T G s T H s t , GrA s G rA, and HrB s H rB. By thep p p p
structure theorem, if 0 / c - `, then:p
p  :  . cp cpyt pG s g , A , where o g q A s p and x s a q p g for somep p p p p
a g A and some g g G, andp p
p  :  . cp cpyt pH s h , B , where o h q B s p and y s b q p h for somep p p p p
b g B and some h g H, and, if c s `, thenp p p
p  < :G s A, g i s 0, 1, . . . , where pg s g for i s 0, 1, . . . and xpi p iq1 pi p
s a q pg for some a g A and some g g G, andp pt p p ip
p  < :H s B, h i s 0, 1, . . . , where ph s h for i s 0, 1, . . . and ypi p iq1 pi p
s b q ph for some b g B and some h g H.p pt p p ip
 .  .By hypothesis, there exist a g A and b g B such that x a s x b s
A . A . B .M G . Note that h a s h b s 0. Moreover, there exist integersp p p p
m , a , b , m , and n such that a a s pm pb a and m b s pm pn b ,p p p p p p p p p p p
 .  .  .  .  .  .where a , b s a , p s b , p s m , n s m , p s n , p s 1.p p p p p p p p
Let x s b m x and y s a n y . In the case 0 / c - `, let g sp p p p p p p p p p
p p :  :b m g and h s a n h . Then G s g , A and H s h , B . In thep p p p p p p p
p  <case c s `, let g s b m g and h s a n h . Then G s A, g ip pi p p p i p i p p p i p i
p:  < :s 0, 1, . . . and H s B, h i s 0, 1, . . . .pi
 .Now we have an isomorphism f : A ª B such that f a s b. To extend
this isomorphism to G, we define
f g s h if 0 / c - `, .p p p
f g s h for all i P 0 if c s `, .pi p i p
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and
X Xf u g q ¨ g q a s u h q ¨ h q f a , .   p p q qk p p q qk /q q
p q p q
where k , u , and ¨ are integers and aX g A. Then it is immediate that fq p q
 . <is an epimorphism and f b m a s a n b . Moreover, f is anT G.p p p p p p
 .isomorphism onto T H .
c ytp p .  .In fact, if 0 / c - `, then f x s f b m a q p b m g sp p p p p p p p
c yt c ytp p p p .  .f b m a q p f b m g s a n b q p h s y , and if c s `,p p p p p p p p p p p p
 .  .  .  .then f x s f b m a q pb m g s f b m a q pf b m g sp p p p p p pt p p p p p ptp p
a n b q ph s y .p p p pt pp
It suffices to prove that f is a monomorphism. Let g g G such that
n m
g s u g q ¨ g q d a, i p j p li j j
is1 js1
 .where l , u and ¨ are integers and d g Q. Suppose that f g s 0. Thenj i i
n m
f g s u h q ¨ h q d b s 0. .  i p j p li j j
is1 js1
Therefore we have
n m
X Xc l q1p jiu p h q ¨ p h q d b i i p j j p ti j j
is1 js1
n m
X Xt tp pi js d b y u p a n b y ¨ p a n b i i p p p j j p p pi i i j j j
is1 js1
n t m tp pi jp pi jX Xs d y u a m y ¨ a m b s 0, i p p j p pm mi i j jp pi j /p pi jis1 js1
where u s uX pc pi and ¨ s ¨ X pl jq1.i i j j j
Put
n t m tp pi jp pi jX Xg s d y u a m y ¨ a m , i p p j p pm mi i j jp pi jp pi jis1 js1
Then g s 0.
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Now we have
n m
X Xc l q1p jig s u p g q ¨ p g q d a i i p j j p li j j
is1 js1
n m
X Xt tp pi js u p b m a q ¨ p b m a q d a i i p p p j j p p pi i i j j j
is1 js1
n t m tp pi jp pi jX Xs d y u a m y ¨ a m a s g a s 0. i p p i p pm mi i j jp pi j /p pi jis1 js1
By the representation theorem, a p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 with
a moho subgroup A has the CTM system under A, namely,
. . . , C A G , . . . .p
A . . . , T G , . . . .CTM G s . . p 0. . . , M G , . . . .p
A .Next, we show that if 0 / C G - `, then, for every positive integer k,p
k Akp . A .we can choose a moho subgroup A of G such that C G s C G q k.p p p
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho
A .subgroup A. If 0 / C G - `, then, for e¨ery positi¨ e integer k, there existsp
a moho subgroup Ak of G such thatp
A , Ak and C Ak G s C A G q k . .  .p p p
A .  .Proof. Let c s C G and t s T G for every prime q. By theq q q q
 . structure theorem, there exist a g A and g g G such that GrA s gp
: cpyt p  :q A and y s a q p g, where G s y . We can write A s Ra,p
where R is a subgroup of Q generated by all pyl n with l O m andn n n
 .  .  .  k . px a s m , m , . . . . Note that h a s 0 and h p a q y s 0. Let G1 2 p p
 :s g, A .
k  k .  . k . k . . XNow define A s R p a q y by ¨ru p a q y s p ¨ru a q ¨y ,p
 .  . X X kwhere u, ¨ s u, p s 1 and uy s y for some y g G . Then A isp p
torsion-free, Ak : G p, and Ak ( A. We show that Ak is moho in G.p p p
k  . k .Let qz g A with z g G. If q s p, then pz s ¨ru p a q y , where up
 .  .  . and ¨ are integers with u, p s u, ¨ s 1. If ¨ , p s 1, then ¨y s p uz
ky1 . X X ky ¨p a g pG. This is a contradiction. Hence pz s pa for some a g A .p
Suppose that q / p. If z f G p, then qz s qzX q aX for some zX g G p and
some aX g A, because G prA is q-divisible in GrA. Since A is neat in G,
 X Y . Ywe have qz s q z q a for some a g A. Hence we may assume that
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p c pq k t pq k t p k . kz g G . Since p g s yp a s yp p a q y g A andp
tpqk  . . tp  k .. k p k kp ¨ru a s p ¨ru p a q y g A , G rA is a p-group. Hence Ai p p
is neat in G. It is immediate that GrAk is torsion. Ak being almost-densep p
in G remains to be proved that Ak is moho in G.p
tpy1 tpy1  k . tpqk y1 w x kSince p y s p p a q y y p a, it follows that G p : A qp
ptpG. For a prime q / p with G / 0, by the structure theorem, there existq
sq  :a g A and g g G such that y s a q q g , where G s y , s s cq q q q q q q q q
 .yt if c - `, and s s 1 if c s `. Let a s ¨ ru a, where u and ¨q q q q q q q q q
 .  .  .are integers with u , ¨ s u , p s ¨ , q s 1. Then we can writeq q q q
¨ ¨q qk t y1 t y1 k k s qt y1 t y1q q q q qp q y s q p a q y q p q g y q y .q qu uq q
¨qt y1 k s qt y1 k qq q qs q p a q y q q p g q y .  .quq
q k  k .for some y g G . Hence A is moho in G. By Proposition 2.2, GrA isp p p q
cyclic or cocyclic for every prime q with G / 0.q
 . qLet GrA s G rA for every prime q. By the structure theorem, weq
also have
q  tpqk :G s A , p g if 0 / c - `,q q
where g g G, andq
q  tpqk < :G s A , p g g s g , gq s g , i s 0, 1, . . . if c s `,q i q t q q iq1 q i qq
where g g G.q i
 k . cpqk  tpqk k . cqWe need to prove that o g q A s p and o p g q A s q ifp q q
 tpqk k . n k0 / c - `, and o p g q A s q if c s `. Suppose that p g g A .q q0 i q p
n  . k .  .  .Then we can write p g s ¨ru p a q y with u, ¨ s u, p s 1. Since
  k . . tp tp X Xh ¨ p q 1 a P t , p divides ¨ . Let ¨ s p ¨ for some integer ¨ . Wep p
n X tpqk X cpqk  :can write p ug s ¨ p a s y¨ p g. Since g is torsion-free, we
 k . cpqkhave n P c q k. Hence o g q A s p .p p
Suppose that g nptpqk g g Ak . It is immediate that n O c . Letq p q
n tpqk  . k .  .  . n 2 tpqkq p g s ¨ru p a q y with u, ¨ s u, p s 1. Since q u¨ p gq q q
tpqk tpqk  tpqk . tqs ¨¨ p a s ¨p u a , we have h ¨p u a P t . Hence q di-q q q q q q q
vides ¨u . Let ¨u s qtq ¨Y for some integer ¨Y. Since Ak is neat in G, qq q p
 . n 2 tpqk cq Y tpqkdivides ¨ . Thus u, q s 1. Since q u¨ p g s yq ¨ p g andq q q
 .  tpqk k .¨ , q s 1, we have n P c . It is immediate that o p g q A s q.q q q0 i
k kA Ap p .  .Therefore C G s c q k and C G s c for every q / p.p p q q
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Concerning the cyclic system, we define an equivalence of the cyclic
systems of two p-cyclic ADE groups G, GX of rank 1 with moho subgroups
X A .  . AX X.A, A , respectively, as follows: Let C G s l , l , . . . and C G s1 2
 . A . AX X.k , k , . . . . Then C G and C G are equivalent if l / k holds only1 2 n n
for a finite number of n such that in case l / k both l and k aren n n n
finite. This definition is the same as the equivalence of types of torsion-free
groups.
Next, we prove that two p-cyclic ADE groups G and GX of rank 1 with
X A .moho subgroups A and A , respectively, are not isomorphic if C G and
AX X. X  .  X.C G are not equivalent, even if A ( A and T G ( T G .
LEMMA 3.3. Let G, H be p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1 with moho
A . B .  .subgroups A, B, respecti¨ ely. Suppose that M G s M H and T G s
 . A . B .T H . If C G is not equi¨ alent to C H , then G is not isomorphic to H.
 .Proof. By hypothesis, there exist a g A and b g B such that x a s
 .x b . Let f : G ª H be an isomorphism. Then there exists a unique
 .element ¨ g H such that f a s ¨ . We may assume that
n
X¨ s t h q b , i i
is1
 . Xwhere t is an integer, h q B g HrB , and b g B for i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i i p i
Now we can write m¨ s n b for some integers m and n . By hypothesis,
A . B .there exists a prime p such that C G / C H and p is relatively primep p
 .to all integers p 1 O i O n , m, and n . Without loss of generality, we mayi
A . B .assume that C G ) C H .p p
 :  :  .Let G s x and H s y such that f x s y. By the structurep p
theorem, we have
x s a q pk g and y s b q prh ,1 1
where a g A, g g G, b g B, h g H, and k and r are positive integers1 1
Hr B .with k ) r s h y q B .p
 .By hypothesis, we have la s ma for some integers l, m with l, m s 1.1
 .  . j X  X .Since h a s 0, we have m, p s 1 and l s p l with l , p s 1 andp 1
j  .  .  .  .j P 0. Suppose that p - o x s o y . Then lf a s mf a s m¨ and1
rq j X kqj X  .  .ly q B s p l h q B s m¨ q p lf g q B. Since HrB is p-divisiblepi
for 1 O i O n, we can write m¨ q B s pkq j¨ X q B for some ¨ X g H. Hence
 . j  .h ly q B P k q j. This is a contradiction. Therefore p P o x .p
 .  .  .We prove that h b P k q j. Since m, p s n , p s 1 and la sp 1
kq j X  .  .  .yp l g, h ma P k q j. Since mf ma s mm¨ s mn b, we have h bp p
 .   ..  .s h mn b s h mf ma s h ma P k q j.p p p
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A . B . jSince h a s h b , we have p g b s d b for some integers g , d withp p 1
 .  .  . j kqj Xg , d s g , p s d , p s 1. Then we can write p b s p h for some1
hX g H. Since b / pkhX, we have b y pkhX s sy for some integer s with1 1
 . Hr B .s, p s 1. Hence h y q B P k. This is a contradiction. Therefore Gp
is not isomorphic to H.
It is convenient to use the following notions for primes. Let G be a
p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup A. By the representa-
tion theorem, G has the CTM system mentioned in this theorem. Let
< AP G s p: prime T G ) M G .  .  . 4A p p
and
A < AP G s p: prime 0 / T G O M G . .  .  . 4p p
 . A .P G is said to be a lower prime set of G under A and P G is said toA
be an upper prime set of G under A.
Both an upper prime set and a lower prime set of G under A depend on
the choice of a generator of A. However, the differences of primes are
finite. Let A s Ra, where p are all primes and R is a subgroup of Qn
yl n  .  .generated by all p such that l O m and x a s m , m , . . . . Letn n n 1 2
A .  .M G s x a . If we describe a generator a of A precisely, then we
 . a .denote P G and P G .a
Moreover, let K be a subgroup of G. Then let
<P K s p: prime K / 0 . .  4p
As for moho subgroups, we have the following interesting property.
PROPOSITION 3.4. If G is a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho
< A . <subgroup A and P G - `, then all moho subgroups of G are isomorphic.
Proof. Let B be another moho subgroup of G. Then it is immediate
 .  .that r B s 1. Let p g P G . By the structure theorem, there existsA
G .a g A such that h a s 0. Let n be the least natural number withp
 . .na g B. Let na s b g B. By Proposition 2.2, we have tpA q - ` and
 . .tpB q - ` for every prime q that divides n. Let q be a prime with
 .  .  .  .q, n s 1. If G s 0, then GrA s GrB s 0 by Proposition 2.2 1 .q q q
A . G . G . B .Hence h a s h na s h b s h b . We may assume that G / 0. Byq q q q q
the structure theorem, we have
x s a q q sq g and y s b q q s
X
q h ,q q q q q q
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 :  : Xwhere G s x s y , a g A, b g B, and s and s are someq q q q q q q
G . G .positive integers. Note that h a s h b s 0. Then we can writeq q q q
a a s b a and m b s n b ,q q q q q q
 .  .  .where a , b , and n are integers with a , b s a , q s m , n sq q q q q q q q
 . l q X  X .m , q s 1. Moreover, we have b s q b with b , q s 1. By hypothe-q q q q
 .sis, for almost all q with G / 0 and n, q s 1, we have l - t and henceq q q
hG a s hG b a s hG b x s hZ b s l . .  .  .  .q q q q q q q q q q
G . G . Z .Since nm b a s a n b , we have l s h n b s h n y s h n .q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q
Hence
h A a s hZ b s hZ n s hB b . .  .  . .q q q q q q
 .By Proposition 2.2 2 , A ( B.
By Proposition 3.4, the following definition is well defined.
DEFINITION 3.5. A p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 with a moho
< A . <subgroup A is said to be basic if P G - `.
By Definition 3.5, if G is a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1, then the
moho system of G does not depend on the choice of a moho subgroup.
 .Hence it is denoted by M G .
Now we establish the classification theorem for basic p-cyclic ADE
groups of rank 1 as follows:
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let G, H be p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1 with moho
subgroups A, B, respecti¨ ely. Suppose that G is basic. Then G ( H if and only
if the following properties hold:
 .  .  .1 M G s M H , i.e., A ( B;
 .  .  .  .  .2 T G s T H , i.e., T G ( T H ;
 . A . B .3 C G is equi¨ alent to C H .
 .  .Proof. « Let f: G ª H be an isomorphism. Then f A is moho in
 .  .H. By Proposition 3.4, f A is isomorphic to B. Hence 1 is satisfied. It is
 .  .immediate that 2 holds. By Lemma 3.3, 3 holds.
 . A . B .¥ By Lemma 3.2, we can rearrange C G and C H to have
AX . BX . X XC G s C H for some moho subgroups A , B of G, H, respectively.
By Lemma 3.1, G is isomorphic to H.
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho
subgroup A. If G s H [ T X, where H, T X are subgroups of G, T , respecti¨ ely,
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then there exists a generator a of A such that
P T X : P a G . .  .
 X.Proof. If P T - `, then we can choose a generator of A to have the
 X.condition. Hence we may assume that P T s `.
 X. X  :For every p g P T , let T s y . By the structure theorem, therep p
exist a g A, g g G, and a positive integer s such that y s a q psp g .p p p p p p
We also write
a s f q t and g s c q d ,p p p p p p
where f , c g H and t , d g T X. Then y s t q psp d . Moreover, wep p p p p p p
can write
t s u q ¨ ,p p p
X X   . .  .where u g T and ¨ g T with o ¨ , p s 1. Since h y s 0, we havep p p p p p
 .  :h u s 0. Hence G s u .p p p p
 X .  .  .  X.Fix a prime p g P T . By r A s 1, for every q / p g P T , we
have
a a s b a ,q p q q
 .  .where a , b s a , q s 1. Then we haveq q q
a u q ¨ s b u q ¨ . .  .q p p q q q
 X.  .For almost all q g P T , we have b u s 0. Hence o y divides b . Thisq q q q
A .  .means that h a P o y . Therefore there exists an integer k such thatq p q
XA .  .  .h ka P o y for every q g P T .q p q
From Lemma 3.7, we immediately obtain an interesting result about
basic p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1.
THEOREM 3.8. Let G be a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1. If
G s H [ K for some subgroups H, K of G, then either H or K is finite.
Proof. It is immediate that either H or K is torsion. Let K be torsion.
 .By Proposition 3.7 and hypothesis, P K is finite. Hence K is finite.
4. p-CYCLIC ADE GROUPS OF RANK 1
In this section, we establish the splitting theorem and the classification
theorem of p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1. Moreover, we determine a
p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 of which all T-high subgroups are
isomorphic. First of all, we show a property that is important to the study
of p-cyclic ADE subgroups of rank 1.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho
subgroup A. Then
G s H [ T X ,
where H is a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup B and
T X is a subgroup of T such that
 .  .  . A .  X .  41 P H s P G if P G / B and P T s p for some p gA
 . A .P G if P G s B.
 . B . A . B . A .  .2 M H s M G and C G s C H for e¨ery q g P H ,q q q q
and
 . B . A .  . A .  .3 M H s C G y T G q M G for e¨ery q f P H .q q q q
A .  .Proof. To be convenient, for every prime q, let C G s c , T G s t ,q q q q
A .  : A . A .M G s m , and G s y . Choose a prime p g P G . If P G isq q q q
 .empty, then choose a prime p g P G . Fix a prime p.A
 .By the structure theorem, for every q g P G , there exist a g A,q
g g G, and a positive integer s such thatq q
y s a q psq g ,q q q
 .  .  .where h a s 0, h g s 0, and s s c y t if c - `, h g s ` andq q q q q q q q q q
A .  .s s 1 if c s `, and for every prime r / q, h a s m , h g s c y tq q r q r r q r r
 .q m if m P t , and h g s m if m - t .r r r r q r r r
 :Let S s Z g . We can show that S is q-vertical in G for everyp
 . A .  n .w xq / p g P G . Let x g S q q G q . We can writeq
x s r g q q nd ,q q p q
 .  .where d g G and r is an integer. Since h g ) t and h x s t y 1,q q q p q q q q
 n .w x n w x wwe have S q q G q s p G q for all n P 0. Hence, by 2, Proposition
x  . A .2.7 , S is q-vertical in G for every q / p g P G .
 n .w xNext, we show that S is p-vertical in G. Let x g S q p G p . Then we
can write
x s a ptpy1 y s a ptpy1a q a spqt py1 g s mplg q pngX ,p p p p p
 .  . Xwhere a , l, and m are integers with a , p s m, p s 1 and g g G. If
 .c s `, then h g s `. Hence we may assume that c - `, l s t y 1,p p p p p
and n ) l. Then we have
b y s a y y mg y pny tpq1 gX ,p p p
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where b is an integer. By multiplying ptpqs py1 ,
mptpqs py1 g s ypnqsp gX .p
tpqs py1 cpy1 tpy1  .Since mp g s mp g s mp y y a and n P t , we havep p p p p
hG r A x q A P n q s P t q s s c . .p p p p p
n w x A .Hence, x s 0 g p G p and S is q-vertical in G for every q g P G j
 4p .
 .  4Next, we show that S is q-almost-dense in G for every q g P G R p .A
 .By r A s 1, we have
a a s b a ,q p q q
 .  .  .  4where a , b s a , q s 1. Let q g P G R p . Sinceq q q A
0 / b ptp y s b ptp a q q sq b ptp g s a ptp a q q sq b ptp gq q q q q q q p q q
tp  .  4and p a g S, S is q-almost-dense in G for every q g P G R p .p A
w xBy 2, Theorem 5.2 , every subgroup of G is purifiable in G. Let H be a
 . X Xpure hull of S in G. Then T s T H [ T for some subgroup T of T. We
prove that H [ T X is pure in G. Let ng g H [ T X with g g G for an
integer n. Then we have write ng s h q t for some h g H and some
t g T X. Moreover, we have mng g H for some integer m. Since H is pure
in G, mng g H l mnG s mnH. Hence mng s mnhX for some hX g H.
X   . X. XSince ng y nh g T l nG s nT s n T H [ T , we have ng y nh s
 .  . X  Xn h q t for some h g T H and some t g T . Hence ng s n h q h1 1 1 1 1
.  X. X Xq t g n H [ T and so H [ T is pure in G. Moreover, since H [ T1
is essential in G, G s H [ T X.
 X. A .  4  A .  4.Next, we show that P T s P G j p . Let q g P G j p l
 . w x w xP H and x g H q . By 2, Theorem 1.11 , S is q-almost-dense in H.q
Then we have x s bX q qtq h for some bX g S and some h g H. Since Sq q q
 tq .w x tq w xis q-vertical in G, we have x g S q q G q s q G q s 0. This is aq
 X. A .  4contradiction. Hence P T = P G j p .
 .  4 w xLet q g P G R p and x g G q . Since S is q-almost-dense in G,A q
then there exist u g S and k g G such that x s u q qtq k . If H s 0,q q q q q q
then x g T X and u g H. Since G s H [ T X, this is a contradiction.q q
 X. A .  4  .  4  .Hence H / 0 and so P T s P G j p and P G R p s P H .q A
 .Let B be a T H -high subgroup of H containing S. Then B is moho in
 .  .  .H. Since h g s c q m y t and HrB s 0 for every q / p fq p p q q q
 . B .  . B .P H , we have h g s c q m y t . If c - `, then h g s h gq p p q q p p p p p
 . B .s 0. If c s `, then h g s h g s `.p p p p p
B . X  .Let C H s c . By the structure theorem, for every q g P H , weq q
have
y s b q q s
X
q h ,q q q
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 . X X X  .where b g B with h b s 0, h g H, and s s c y t if c - `, h hq q q q q q q q q q
X X  .s ` and s s 1 if c s `. By r B s 1,q q
m g s n b ,q p q q
 .  .  .where m , n s m , q s 1. Since h g s m and n y s m g qq q q q p q q q q p
sXq X B . m q X Xn q h , we have h g s m and n s q n for some integer n withq q q p q q q q
 X .n , q s 1. Sinceq
ym ptp a s m pspqt p g s n pspqt p b g A ,q p q p q q
we have cX O c . Sinceq q
b ptp a s a ptp a s a pspqt p g g Bq q q p q p
X B . A .and H is pure in G, we have c O c . Hence C H s C H . Letq q q q
B .  .M H s x g . Then the conditions hold.p
From Proposition 4.1, a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 has the following
two important decompositions.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a
 .moho subgroup A. Then, for e¨ery p g P G ,
G s H [ G ,p
where H is a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup B
such that
 . A .1 B ( A if C G - ` andp
 . B . B . A .2 M H s ` and M H s M G for e¨ery q / p ifp q q
A .C G s `.p
Let K be a torsion-free group of rank 1. Then we can recognize that K
is a basic p-cycle ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup K. Then we
can establish a useful theorem as follows:
BASIC DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of
rank 1 with a moho subgroup A. Then G has the following decomposition:
G s H [ T X ,
where H is a basic p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup B
such that
 .  .  . A .  X.1 P H s P G and P G s P T ,A
 . B . A . B . A .  .2 M H s M G and C G s C H for e¨ery p g P G ,p p p p A
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and
 . B . A .  . A .  .3 M H s C G y T G q M G for e¨ery p f P G .p p p p A
For a p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 with a moho subgroup A, the
decomposition of Theorem 4.3 is called the basic decomposition of G.
In general, let G be an ADE group. If T is bounded, then G is splitting.
However, the group G mentioned in the example in the Section 1 is not
splitting. Then we can pose the problem: Which ADE group splits?
Now we immediately use Lemma 3.7 and the basic decomposition
theorem to give a necessary and sufficient condition for a p-cyclic ADE
group of rank 1 to be splitting.
SPLITTING THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a
moho subgroup A. Then G is splitting if and only if there exists a characteristic
 .M in the type of A such that M P T G .
We use the basic decomposition theorem to establish the classification
contained theorem for p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1.
CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 4.5. For i s 1, 2, let G be a p-cyclic ADEi
group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup A . Then G ( G if and only if therei 1 2
exists a generator a of A for i s 1, 2 such thati i
 .  .  .1 T G ( T G ,1 2
 . a1 . a2 .2 P G s P G ,1 2
 . a < A1 . A2 . < a < A1 .1 13  C G y C G - ` and  M G ypf P G . p 1 p 2 pf P G . p 11 1
A2 . <  .M G - ` if we set ` y ` s 0 , andp 2
 . a < A1 . A1 ..  A2 . A2 .. <14  C G q M G y C G q M G - `pg P G . p 1 p 1 p 2 p 21
 .if we set ` y ` s 0 .
 .  .Proof. « 1 It is immediate.
 . < A1 . <2 By Proposition 3.6, we may assume that P G s `. By the1
basic decomposition theorem, we have G s K [ T X for some subgroup K1
X  .  X. A1 .of G and some subgroup T of T G with P T s P G . Let f :1 1
 .  X.G ª G be an isomorphism. Then G s f K [ f T . By Lemma 3.7,1 2 2
A1 . a2 .there exists a generator a of A such that P G : P G . Similarly,2 2 2
a1 . a2 .  .there exists a generator a of A such that P G s P G . Hence 21 1 1 2
is satisfied.
We also use the basic decomposition theorem to get, for i s 1, 2,
G s H [ T ,i i i
 .where T i s 1, 2 are subgroups of T with T ( T , and for i s 1, 2, H isi 1 2 i
a p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1 with a moho subgroup B such that thei
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following conditions hold:
 .  .  .  .  . ai .1 P H s P H s P G and P T s P G ;1 2 a i i ii
 . Bi . ai . Bi . A i .2 M H s M G and C G s C H for every p fp i p i p i p i
ai .P G ;i
 . Bi . A i .  . ai .  .3 M H s C G y T G q M G for every p g P T .p i p i p i p i i
 .  .Since H ( H , 3 and 4 hold.1 2
 .¥ By the basic decomposition theorem, for i s 1, 2, we have
G s H [ T ,i i i
where T ( T and H is p-cyclic ADE groups of rank 1 with a moho1 2 i
 .  .subgroup B satisfying the preceding conditions 1 ; 4 . By Propositioni
3.4, H ( H . Hence G ( G .1 2 1 2
We use the classification theorem and Corollary 4.2 to immediately
obtain an important property.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 and let A and
B be moho subgroups of G. Then the following properties hold:
 . A . B .1 If C G s `, then C G s `.p p
 . A . B .2 If C G - `, then C G - `.p p
We also use the classification theorem to construct a p-cyclic ADE
group of rank 1 where not all moho subgroups are isomorphic.
 .EXAMPLE 4.7. Let p n P 1 be a listing of all primes in increasingn
order. For i s 1, 2 let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 withi
 . A1 .T G s 1 for every n P 1 and a moho subgroup A , where C G s 3,p i i p 1n n
A1  . A1  . A2  . A2 . A2  .M G s 0, M G s 1, C G s 3, C G s 2, M Gp 1 p 1 p 2 p 2 p 22 nq1 2 n 2 nq1 2 n 2 nq1A2 .s 0, and M G s 2.p 22 n
By the classification theorem, G ( G . Hence there exists an isomor-1 2
 .  .phism f : G ª G . Then f A is moho in G . However, f A is not1 2 1 2 1
isomorphic to A .2
We finally establish a p-cyclic ADE group G of rank 1 that all T-high
subgroups are isomorphic.
THEOREM 4.8. Let G be a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho
subgroup A. Then all T-high subgroups are isomorphic if and only if the
following two conditions hold:
 .1 G is basic;
 . A .  .2 C G - ` for e¨ery p g P G .p
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 .Proof. « The basic decomposition theorem and Corollary 4.2 follow.
 .¥ Let N be a T-high subgroup of G. By the proof of Proposition 4.1
and Theorem 3.8, we have
G s H [ T X ,
where H is a p-cyclic ADE group of rank 1 with a moho subgroup N and
T X is a finite subgroup of T. By Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 3.6, N ( A.
As for the p-cyclic group G of rank 1 mentioned in the example in
Section 1, G is basic, and by Theorem 4.4, all T-high subgroups of G are
isomorphic.
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